The functional neuroanatomy of visual conjunction search: a parametric fMRI study.
Visual conjunction search is proposed to be a multicomponent process which involves scaling and successive shifts of attention in space as well as object identification. Here, we first mapped brain areas sustaining the proposed attentional subprocesses and then tested whether their activity was modulated by search load, i.e., the number of shifts, as predicted by serial search models. Search load was manipulated indirectly by precueing a varying number of locations at which relevant objects were shown. Multiple subregions within the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the prefrontal cortex were activated after cueing. Activity in the right posterior IPS was modulated by the distance of attention shifts and in the left posterior IPS by "zooming out" to cover a large region of the visual field. More anterior subregions of the left IPS responded to object identification irrespective of the need for serial scanning. Corresponding regions in the right IPS were modulated parametrically with respect to search load, along with the right temporoparietal junction. These results support a functional segregation of subregions of the IPS. The posterior regions participate in large-scale shifts and scaling of the attentional focus and the anterior regions in object identification and rapid serial shifts during search. The sustained activation in the frontal eye fields after cueing suggests a role in maintaining attention in the periphery. Together with the findings in early visual areas from this experiment (Müller et al., 2003) the current observations are best accounted for by hybrid models of visual conjunction search, where parallel processing in visual and temporoparietal regions and serial scanning controlled by the right IPS cooperate.